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JPC™ and AVS™ Tubes™ Conversion Kit Instructions 

 
 

 

 

A seam ripper or hobby knife is recommended to carry out the modifications in this instruction manual. 

Saber Solutions LLC holds no responsibility for any damage that results from failure to follow directions or as 
a result from the modifications outlined. 

 

INITIAL PREPERATIONS (JPC™, JPC™ 2.0, AVS™) 

Separate the 3-Band Skeletal™ Cummerbund from the plate carrier. Remove all bungees, metal loops, pouches 
that may be mounted and set cummerbund aside. 

Lift the front flap and position hook and loop panels to the desired height and re-secure flap. Set aside plate bag. 
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MODIFYING THE 3-BAND™ SKELETAL CUMMERBUND (AVS™ and JPC™ 1.0)  

Permanent modification to the Crye Precision™ 3-Band™ Skeletal Cummerbund System must be carried out to use 
the conversion kit to its full potential. Skip to page 3 for instructions on how to modify the JPC 2.0 cummerbund. 

The desired end-result is to remove the hook and loop panels on the 3-Band Skeletal™ Cummerbund without 
damaging the individual bands sewn in-between.  

 

 

 

Users can remove the hook and loop panel by using a seam ripper or hobby blade to cut the highlighted stitching 
in red. Both sides may need to be cut in order to remove the panel from the bands. 

With all seams ripped, the panel will be able to pull apart from the 3-Band Skeletal™ Cummerbund with relative 
ease. Once the panels are removed, all necessary modifications are now complete. Please continue to page 5. 
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MODIFYING THE JPC 2.0™ 3-BAND™ SKELETAL CUMMERBUND 

The construction of the JPC 2.0™ 3-Band™ Skeletal cummerbund is slightly different from the original JPC™ and 
AVS™. 

 
Use of a seam ripper is highly recommended. Cutting of all seams should be carried out above the surface of 
the hook and loop panels. Avoid sticking a sharp object in between the panels and bands on the 2.0 to avoid 

inadvertently cutting critical stitching. 
 

The highlighted areas are where you will cut the seams on the JPC 2.0™ in order to separate the hook and loop 
panel from the 3-Band™ Skeletal Cummerbund.  

 

 

As long as all cutting is happening above the surface, you will not cut these seams highlighted below. It is crucial 
to damaging these for the integrity of the cummerbund. 
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MODIFYING THE JPC 2.0™ 3-BAND™ SKELETAL CUMMERBUND (CONT.) 

This is how the 3-band™ Skeletal Cummerbund will look with all hook and loop panels removed.  

 

Using a pair of sharp scissors, cut the composite stiffer from the ends of the cummerbund. Avoid the seams 
mentioned on the previous page. 

 

With the composite stiffners removed, all modifications to the JPC 2.0™ 3-Band™ Skeletal cummerbund are now 
complete and ready to accept the Tubes™ Adapters. Please continue to the next page for further instructions. 
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MOUNTING TUBES™ ADAPTERS 

Tubes™ adapters will be placed onto the ends that were once used with the bungees and/or metal loops 
(highlighted in red). 

 

                                            

 

The default configuration is to install the adapters onto the second PALS column for the ideal overlap and for 
optimal compatibility with side plate pouches and external pouches that are woven into the cummerbund. 
However, the user is free to install the adapters on whichever column works best for their setup. 

Slide insert into the middle row of the desired PALS column. Note the direction of the snaps in the example below. 
No attention needs to be given to the direction of the FirstSpear Tubes™ as that can be corrected later.  
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MOUNTING THE TUBES™ ADAPTERS (CONT.) 

Ensuring the insert is underneath the stiffening composite on the 3-Band Skeletal™ Cummerbund will allow for 
easier mounting of pouches down the road.  

 

 

Slide FirstSpear® Tubes™ adapter offset wings into place with snaps facing the same direction, as shown below. 
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MOUNTING THE TUBES™ ADAPTERS (CONT.) 

Secure snaps together and set-up is now complete.  

 

 

CONFIGURING FIRSTSPEAR® TUBES™ BUCKLE     

If you find that your FirstSpear® Tubes™ release buckle is not facing the proper direction, the buckle is removeable 
and reversible. 

 

 


